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Section 2: Oral Argument 

 

 Oral argument is a dialogue. For this reason, oral argument will be the aspect of 

the moot court competition experience that some students find the most appealing. For 

this same reason, oral argument will be the aspect of the moot court experience dreaded 

by other students. For both types of students, the key is to success is preparation. 

Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 are designed to help students prepare for oral argument. 

Chapter 5 is designed to help students process the competition experience. This includes 

reflecting on the experiences of oral argument. 

 Chapter 2 examines the competition problem. This chapter supports both the 

work of brief writing and oral argument. 

 Chapter 4 centers on the oral argument preparation for the competition. The 

materials include preparation and practices.  

 The first section, Section A, is designed to share information with the students 

about the logistics and structure of oral argument. Recognizing the structure and 

understanding the logistics can alleviate anxiety. 

 Section B walks the students through the creation of an action plan. On occasion, 

enthusiasm to begin oral argument practice needs to be tempered. A well-laid plan not 

only facilitates learning but can identify issues that may arise during oral argument 

practice. This section is subdivided into 10 subsections and all focus on preparation for 

oral argument.  

 Section B (1) summarizes the time restrictions relating to oral argument. The 

time limits will inform prioritizing arguments for oral argument presentation. Students 

are often surprised how quickly the time passes during oral argument! 

 Section B(2) encourages students to construct a narrative for oral argument. 

Storytelling techniques, as with brief writing, can help students craft a compelling 

narrative. The Applied Legal Storytelling movement has produced scholarship that will 

be relevant here. See J. Christopher Rideout, Applied Legal Storytelling: A 

Bibliography, 12 Leg. Comm. & Rhetoric: JALWD 247 (2015). 

 Section B(3) expands upon the standard introduction and closing that was 

introduced in Section A. Although it may seem artificial, students need to assume the 

advocate persona. That includes using the standard phrasing.  
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 Section B(4) highlights the role that facts play in oral argument. This includes the 

use of the record and whether (and when!) to refer to the record during oral argument. 

 Section B(5) centers on the preparation to argue. The questions listed in this 

section are critical to the preparation. The individual team members may wish to 

complete these questions individually and then compare responses. 

 Section B(6) focuses on answer questions. The answering questions are a critical 

to oral argument. The questions listed in Section B(6) are designed to help students 

critically analyze the briefs (both their own brief and the briefs posted on the 

competition website). The question that may be most challenging to students is the 

following: What is the primary reason the court would be reluctant to adopt your 

conclusion? Yet, this question will be critical to the oral argument preparation. 

Individual team members may wish to complete responses before sharing their own 

responses. 

 Concessions, covered in Section B(7), can be for students as surprising aspect to 

oral argument. Students may assume that advocating requires no concessions. But part 

of the oral argument is to consider the limits of the positions advocated and the 

implications for future cases. Once students understood the role of concessions, they 

may be tempted to concede too quickly. Be sure that question are presented during oral 

argument to help students recognize when a concession is necessary—and when a 

concession is not! 

 With Section B(8), Preparing to Rebut, students must balance delivering a 

canned rebuttal and being flexible to address an opponent’s remarks. Students may wish 

to save an argument for oral argument. In our experience, that produces mixed results 

at the competition. Judges may want the opportunity to explore the argument, which is 

time prohibited during oral argument.  

 Section C reveals an aspect of oral argument that may be surprising to students: 

new arguments and new research. It can seem like all arguments and all research 

avenues should have been exhausted during the writing of the appellate brief. 

Generating, formulating, and refining arguments can occur from brief writing to the 

competition. 

 Section D focuses on the oral argument practice. As can be seen in the title to this 

section, the focus is on structuring productive practices. As complete and 
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comprehensive as the appellate brief is, oral argument requires preparation: both in 

terms of argument development and argument presentation. What works on the page 

may fall flat in oral argument. To begin, a schedule should be developed that takes into 

account the schedule of the team members, student coach(es), and faculty coach(es). 

Consideration of the potential scheduling of judges should also inform the schedule. 

Practices that begin after 9:00 p.m. or are held on the weekend will present challenges 

to arranging for a full bench of judges. Invite judges as soon as the schedule is finished.  

 Oral argument practice is more than running through the formal mechanics of 

oral arguments. The judges will play a vital role. Section D(2) provides guidance on who 

to invite and what material to share with the judges. Judges frequently welcome 

suggestions on which arguments to focus on and even what questions would be most 

beneficial for the advocates to respond to at the time. Section D(3) shares ideas on how 

to respond to questions and to springboard from question responses back to arguments. 

Consider designating an individual who will be charged with compiling the questions 

asked during oral argument practices. This may be done by a student coach or even a 

team member. 

 Feedback is a valuable—but sometimes—frustrating aspect of oral argument. 

Encourage team members to keep an open mind about the feedback provided. 

Ultimately, the decision to modify an approach or refocus an argument is for the student 

advocates to decide. But how an audience perceives the relatively strengths and 

weaknesses of the arguments should inform the decision.  

 A sample feedback checklist has been provided. Below is a list of example 

comments. 

 Respect the formalities of oral argument. 

 Avoid reading notes/sections of the appellate brief. 

 When a question is asked do the following: listen, pause, and respond. 

 Respond to the questions asked. 

 Use authority to support your arguments, but keep the focus of the 

arguments on the record. 

 Lead with your strongest argument. 

 Slow down. 
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After receiving conflicting feedback, students can struggle. When that feedback 

relates to style, it can be especially bewildering. Section D(5) shares perspectives on who 

students can find their own voice. There is no one correct way to succeed at oral 

argument. Students may want to “try out” different voices during practices to find out 

what fits best for this.  

As practice rounds progress, tempers can flare and nerves can fray. Section E 

shares strategies to manage and resolve conflicts. 

 Chapter 5 provides practical tips relating to the competition itself. One key 

section to the educational experience is Section D, which invites the students to process 

the competition results. These questions could be individually completed by the 

students and then the team could meet together to discuss the competition experience. 

The focus of the Workbook is to promote the educational experience of moot court. 

These questions reinforce that aspect. After all, moot court is more than winning! 

For a selection of readings about oral argument, see the following resources: 

 Larry Cunningham, Using Principles from Cognitive Behavioral Therapy to 

Reduce Nervousness in Oral Argument or Moot Court, 15 NEV. L.J. 586 (2015). 

 James D. Dimitri, Stepping Up to the Podium with Confidence: A Primer for 

Law Students on Preparing and Delivering an Appellate Oral Argument, 38 

STETSON L. REV. 75 (2008). 

 Hon. Joseph W. Hatchett & Robert J. Telfer, III, The Importance of Appellate 

Oral Argument, 33 STETSON L. REV. 139 (2003). 

 Gerald B. Cope, Jr., Moot Courts for Real Appeals, 90 FLA. B.J. 54 (Nov. 2016). 

 Gerald Lebovits, Drew Gewuerz, & Christopher Hunker, Winning the Moot Court 

Oral Argument: A Guide for Intramural and Intermural Moot Court 

Competitors, 41 CAP. U. L. REV. 887 (2013). 

 Jean M. Prendergast, Making the Most of Your Oral Arguments, 90 ILL. B.J. 207 

(April 2002). 

 Lawrence D. Rosenberg, Aristotle’s Methods for Outstanding Oral Arguments, 

33 NO. 4 LITIGATION 33 (Summer 2007). 
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 Michael Vitiello, Teaching Effective Oral Argument Skills: Forget about the 

Drama Coach, 75 MISS. L.J. 869 (2006). 

 Michael Vitiello, Teaching Oral Advocacy: Creating More Opportunities for an 

Essential Skill, 45 SETON HALL L. REV. 1031 (2015). 

Recordings of U.S. Supreme Court oral arguments may be found at 

https://www.oyez.org. 

The following movies and television shows depicting oral arguments may be 

helpful for generating class or team discussion: 

 Amistad (1997). 

 Boston Legal, season 4, episode 17,"The Court Supreme" (2008). 

 Boston Legal, season 5, episode 13, "Last Call” (2008). 

 Picket Fences, season 3, episode 8, "May It Please the Court" (1994). 

 Gideon's Trumpet (1980). 

 The People vs. Larry Flynt (1996). 

 Recount (2008). 

 Woman in Gold (2015). 

The following movies do not depict oral argument, but may still be useful in 

preparing for oral argument: 

 A Time to Kill (1996). The closing argument by defense attorney, Jake Tyler 

Brigance, is an excellent example of persuasion.  

 Thank You for Smoking (2005). This movie about a tobacco-industry lobbyist can 

be used to prompt discussions regarding the willingness to make persuasive yet 

ethically-questionable arguments on behalf of a client.  

 Compulsion (1959). This movie can be used to discuss ways in which attorneys 

need to adapt their argument and strategy to their client’s facts even when an 

outright “win” is not possible.  

The following materials relating to oral argument are posted on this Companion 

Website: 
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 Oral Argument Annotated Script 

 Oral Argument Evaluation Sheet 

 Oral Argument Feedback Checklist 

 Oral Argument Rubric 

 


